weight control system

Dr Nwizu's Weightloss Program
Getting Motivated

-

For New Direction VLCD and New Direction LCD Weight Control Programs
When you complete this module, you will be able to:
• Identify bow negative thinking impacts motivation
• Learn how to Flip the Script
• Design a daily checklist to create healthy habits

The importance of motivation cannot be over-emphasized. Motivation i the process that initiate , guide and maintain
goal-oriented behaviors. When you decided to join New Direction, you were motivated, but how is your motivation le\'el
today? If you are struggling with motivation, the problem and solution lies within your thinking.
What Are You Thinking?
When you think about exercising, losing weight or staying on your eating program,
you may also think about how difficult these things are. These are negative thoughts
which sabotage your motivation, making it difficult to take action and achieve results.
Examples of negative thoughts include:
• I don't have time to exercise
• I can't follow this eating plan
• I'm too tired to exercise
• I won't be successful
These are negative thoughts, not reality. For example, if you tell yourself that you
don't have time to exercise; ask yourself, "is this trne?" What are you doing at 5 am?
Sleeping? So you have time, but you are choosing to sleep instead. Write down negative
thoughts that tell you that you can't do something.

Flip the Script
Once you have written your list of negative thoughts, flip the script. Flipping the script is a technique that helps to identify
and change negative thinking. Look at each negative thought you wrote above, and think about ho,, you can chang it into
a po it1ve. For example:
• This eatrng plan i simple and I can and will follow thi plan.
• I am tired, but note ·hau ted. I do have the energy. and I know I will feel better after 1 exerc1 e.
• I � ill be ucce ful with thi weight los effort. I ha\'e the tools to be ucce ful.
Posl these pos1t1' v c amrmarion rn a location that you will ee on a daily ba i .
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Motivation Tips

• Think ,,cllncss not \\eight loss. Think about the posi tive results from losing weight; more energy, greater sclt:.estecm,
reducing or cli mmatmg medications or pa 111. a sense of accomplishment and li vmg longer arc all possible outcomes
from losmg \H~ight.
• Make small behaYioral goals and reward yourself with non-food items when you accompli sh those goals.
• Read moti\'at1onal literature. Listen to inspmng music.
• Plan your exercise 11111c If you just "try" and fit in workouts, you will find that it is much easier to find an excuse to skip
that workout.
• Kinetic energy is the energy of motion- an object in motion tends to stay in motion and it becomes easier to continue.
So kindic energy will tend to help you continue your positive efforts.
Getting the Ball Rolling

List 6 or 7 beha,·iors that you want to accomplish daily. These can be weight loss, exercise, or any other positive behavior
you " ·ant to do, but they must be specific. Use the example chart below and don't worry about doing al l of the behaviors
every day. After the first week, count up the number of check marks, and do more the next week. Make it a competition
with yourself. Over time, you will do more and the behaviors will get easier. Why? Kinetic energy-Once the healthy
.. ball" is rolling, it wi ll continue to roll.
Beha,·ior examples: walk 30 minutes, drink 72 oz. of water, take vitamins, do an abdominal workout, Read a book,
Make my bed.
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